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Abstract
FACES is an autonomous and coordinated embarked
conﬂict solver for Free Flight airspace. It solves conﬂict by
computing simple manoeuvres that guarantees conﬂict free
trajectories for the next 5 minutes (mns). Coordination is
ensured by giving sequential manoeuvres to aircraft with
a token allocation strategy. FACES can be implemented
with the current positioning, broadcasting and ﬂight man-
agement technology. Moreover, it is robust to communica-
tion or system failure for time up to one or two minutes.
FACES was tested with a trafﬁc simulator on busy trafﬁc
days over France. Airspace over level 320 was considered
as Free Flight. 638 out of 641 conﬂicts were solved with-
out using vertical manoeuvres. The mean delay was less
than 30 seconds by aircraft manoeuvred, with a max delay
of 150 seconds. The remaining conﬂicts could easily be
solved with vertical manoeuvres. An airborne implemen-
tation of this algorithm can be seriously considered.
Introduction
We have all experienced at least once a long wait in an
overcrowded air terminal. Reading magazines distributed
by airlines during these long hours, we often found that
they consider air trafﬁc control as one of the major cause
for delays. And it is true that the air trafﬁc control system
is becoming saturated. But, if delays due to overloaded air-
ports are easy to understand, it is much harder to compre-
hend delays due to the En Route control system. In fact,
if we ask a mathematician to analyze the system in cold
blood, it can be proved that the collision probability over
ﬂight level 320 is very low for aircraft ﬂying direct routes,
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especiallyifsomeelementaryprecautionsaretakenregard-
ing face to face or overtaking conﬂicts. So, En Route con-
trol could be considered as expensive (En route charges),
inefﬁcient (delays induced) and statistically of very little
use.
However, things are not so bleak. If we now ask our
mathematician to embark an aircraft ﬂying at 500 knots
(kts) in a completely unmanaged airspace where other air-
craft ﬂy at the same speed, he will soon consider that the
relative speed of aircraft can be as high as 1 kilometer each
2 seconds, that a human pilot has not the eyes of an eagle,
and that a Jumbo has not the manoeuvrability of a F-16;
and he will probably catch the next train instead.
So, if the Free Route and Free Flight concepts are at-
tractive, especially to airlines, we still must consider safety
as the ﬁrst priority, and design new algorithms and systems
for these new airspaces.
The most well known reactive collision avoidance con-
cept is certainly the ACAS/TCAS system. It is a very short
term collision avoidance system (less than 60 seconds) and
should only be looked upon as the last safety ﬁlter of an
ATC system. Experiments with TCAS to control aircraft
on simulated trafﬁc have shown that the complete lack of
coordination leads to disastrous situations [1]. Other sim-
ple techniques using repulsive forces [2, 3] have also been
investigated but drawbacks remain [1].
This paper presents an algorithm for autonomous em-
barked conﬂict resolution with a coordination mechanism.
This algorithm could be implemented with current tech-
nology (GPS, FMS, ADS-B) at low cost. Moreover, it is
robust to communication or system failure for time up to
one or two minutes.
Section 1 deals with the hypothesis we make and the
modelling chosen. Section 2 presents the ordering strat-
egy. In section 3, the A algorithm used to optimize a con-
ﬂict free trajectory for one aircraft is detailed. In section 4,
the basic algorithm is tested with the air trafﬁc simulator
CATS [6] on a heavily loaded trafﬁc day in the French
airspace over ﬂight level1 320. Experimental results led
us to introduce slight improvements to the basic algorithm
also presented in section 4; then we ﬁnally discuss results
of simulations on the enhanced algorithm.1 Modelling
1.1 Hypothesis
The idea is to build an embarked solver able to compute
a manoeuvre each time a conﬂict is detected with another
aircraft in a deﬁned detection area around. This solver
should continuously (every minute1) guarantee a 51 min-
utes conﬂict free trajectory to each aircraft. This 5 min-
utes conﬂict free period guarantees that a transient failure
of communications would not have a disastrous effect: the
system could still restart later on; resolutions would be less
optimal, more vertical manoeuvres could be necessary to
solve all conﬂicts, as anticipation would be shorter, but the
risk of collision would remain close to zero.
Manoeuvres suggested have to be simple to understand
and to execute. No manoeuvre can be given during the
ﬁrst minute (called the quiescent period) in order to give
enough time to the solver to compute a solution and in-
form the pilot (or directly program the FMS). Moreover,
only one manoeuvre can be given to one aircraft during a 5
minutes time window, and no manoeuvre can start as long
as the previous one is not ﬁnished.
The algorithm enforces a global resolution order be-
tween conﬂicting aircraft. The general principle is as fol-
lows: the aircraft which is ﬁrst chooses its trajectory with-
out considering other aircraft. Then, the next aircraft in the
priority queue takes this trajectory into account, and com-
putes its own, and so on (see section 2).
Airspace over ﬂight level1 320 is considered as a Free
Flight airspace. This area is not a so low density area, es-
pecially in France. So it is an excellent test zone for a
Free Flight solver. All aircraft entering this airspace are
supposed to be separated for 5 minutes when entering the
Free Flight zone, and are sent back separated for the next 5
minutes when leaving it. All aircraft entering this airspace
have to be Free Flight compliant, i.e:
 they all have synchronous clock;
 they are able to receive all broadcasted information
from other aircraft which are within a 90 Nm zone
around them (see part 1.3);
 they are all equipped with the FACES solver.
 they are able each minute at the same time to com-
pute, and store their current position, their Free Flight
airspace exit point and their predicted trajectory for
the next 5 minutes.
 they are able to reliably broadcast the latter informa-
tion as soon as it has been computed.
1These parameters can be modiﬁed. This ﬁrst study does not discuss
the opportunity of increasing or decreasing these values.
This information consists of 20 3D-points, one every 15
seconds (in fact, only 16 are needed, those beginning at
t = 1 min). Extra information is added to the predicted
position that indicates its accuracy (the uncertainty model
is detailed in part 1.3). Of course, the more accurate the
information, the more efﬁcient detection and resolution.
This prediction has to be contractual, i.e. as soon as an
aircraft has broadcasted these informations, it has to keep
to this trajectory for the next 5 minutes as long as the solver
does not give a manoeuvre. It must be noticed that on ex-
ceptional occasions, one aircraft can modify this trajectory,
or aircraft not equipped for Free Flight can be accepted in
the Free Flight zone. This can also take into account ex-
ceptional events such as the failure of one aircraft conﬂict
solver. Theses aircraft will be given the highest priority
number (see part 2) and all other aircraft will build their
trajectory in order to avoid them. This should be a last
resort as the algorithm might fail if two such aircraft are
present at the same time in the same zone.
1.2 Manoeuvre modelling
As stated above, time is discretized into 15 seconds2
time steps. As manoeuvres must remain simple to under-
stand and execute, the turning point modelling is chosen
in the horizontal plane (see ﬁgure 1). In this article, no
manoeuvre is given in the vertical plane3. As shown on
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Figure 1: Turning point modelling.
ﬁgure 1, a manoeuvre is a heading change of 10, 20 and 30
degrees right or left, it starts at time t0, and ends at time
t1. As stated above, t0 (and t1) are always larger than 1
minute.
1.3 Uncertainty modelling and 1-to-1 conﬂict de-
tection
A very simple ﬁlter is ﬁrst applied: only aircraft within
a 90 Nm zone are considered as being potential threats.
This radius is such that 2 aircraft facing each other at 500
2This value is not chosen at random. With 15 s time steps, detection
can be made only on these points (and not on the segments between these
points) with the guaranty thattwo aircraft can notcross each other without
noticing a serious conﬂict.
3Vertical manoeuvres were put aside on purpose. They are more difﬁ-
cult to execute, and less comfortable for both pilots and passengers. Re-
sults of part 4 show that they should only be used as a last resort, on the
very rare occasions where the solver fails.kts cannot be in conﬂict4 during the next 5 minutes if they
are not in the detection zone of the facing aircraft.
We then assume that there is an error about the aircraft’s
future location because of ground speed prediction uncer-
tainties5. Uncertainties on climbing and descending rates
are even more important6. Uncertainties on the future po-
sitions of aircraft are all the more important because the
prediction is faraway. 5% of uncertainty on ground speed
for an aircraft ﬂying at 480 kts represent 2 nautical miles
5 minutes ahead, and about 6 nautical miles 15 minutes
ahead. In the vertical plane, 20% of uncertainty for an air-
craft climbing at 2000 feet (ft) per minute represent 2000
ft 5 minutes ahead and 6000 ft 15 minutes ahead.
Intheverticalplane, weuseacylindricalmodelling(ﬁg-
ure 2). Each aircraft has a maximal altitude and a minimal
altitude. To check if two aircraft are in conﬂict, the mini-
mal altitude of the higher aircraft is compared to the maxi-
mal altitude of the lower aircraft.
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Figure 2: Modelling of speed uncertainties.
In the horizontal plane, an aircraft is represented by a
point at the initial time. The point becomes a line segment
in the uncertainty direction (the speed direction here, see
ﬁgure 2). The ﬁrst point of the line “ﬂies” at the max-
imum possible speed, and the last point at the minimum
possible speed. When changing direction (t = 4), the seg-
ment becomes a parallelogram that increases in the speed
direction. When changing a second time direction (t = 7),
the parallelogram becomes a hexagon that increases in the
new speed direction. To check the separation standard at
4In this article the separation standards are 6 nm in the horizontal
plane and 1000 ft in the vertical plane.
5Uncertainties on ground track will not be considered, as they do not
increase with time and will be included in the separation standard.
6The error percentages on vertical and horizontal speed are speciﬁc
to each aircraft. For example, aircraft with very accurate FMS will have
very low percentages.
time t, we compute the distance between the two polygons
modelling the aircraft positions and compare it to the sepa-
ration standard at each time step of the simulation. It must
be noticed that, as only one manoeuvre can be given in a
5 minutes time window, and as no manoeuvre can start as
long as the previous one is not ﬁnished, the convex can
only be a line, a parallelogram or an hexagon.
A classical problem in 1 to 1 conﬂict detection is sym-
metry. If aircraft A considers it is in conﬂict with air-
craft B, then B must consider A as a conﬂicting aircraft?
In FACES, broadcasting of positions guarantees that two
aircraft that can detect each other share exactly the same
information regarding their positions. As detection algo-
rithms are identical, 1 to 1 detection will always be sym-
metrical.
2 Ordering strategy
2.1 The coordination problem
Centralized automatic solvers as described by N.
Durand[4] ﬁnd a global solution to clusters involving many
aircraft. Manoeuvres are then given to aircraft simul-
taneously. An on board solver cannot be based on the
same principle: aircraft do not share the same informa-
tion, as they do not have the same detection zone (limited
to 90Nm). A coordination problem appears and must be
solved.
The Free-R [5] project uses extended ﬂight rules to
solve this problem. The TCAS system uses the transpon-
der code to decide which aircraft has to manoeuvre; giving
resolution priorities to aircraft is a way often adopted for
solving the coordination problem.
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Figure 3: 3 aircraft conﬂict.A resolution priority order7 has to be total if we want
each aircraft to solve all conﬂicts when there is more than
2 aircraft. For example, the Visual Flight Rule that gives
priority to the aircraft coming from the right does not de-
ﬁne a global order if there are more than 2 aircraft simul-
taneously in conﬂict. Figure 3 gives an example of conﬂict
involving 3 aircraft for which this priority resolution rule
does not deﬁne an order because transitivity is not ensured.
Moreover, as aircraft do not share the same information,
deﬁning which aircraft will be the ﬁrst to choose its trajec-
tory is not obvious, even if we have a total priority order.
Let’stakeanexample. Onﬁgure4, 4aircraftareinconﬂict.
detection zone 1 2 3 4
Figure 4: 4 aircraft cluster.
Aircraft 1 is in conﬂict with aircraft 2 which is in conﬂict
with aircraft 3which is in conﬂict with aircraft 4. However,
aircraft 1 can only detect aircraft 2 which detects aircraft 1
and 3. Aircraft 3 detects aircraft 2 and 4 which detects air-
craft 3. Let’s use a simple priority order between these 4
aircraft as for example (1 > 2 > 3 > 4). In conﬂict (1;2),
aircraft 2 will have to manoeuvre. In conﬂict (2;3), aircraft
3 will have to manoeuvre and in conﬂict (3;4), aircraft 4
will have to manoeuvre. However, aircraft 4 does not de-
tect aircraft 2. Consequently, it can not know that aircraft 3
has to manoeuvre before it can manoeuvre itself. Further-
more, aircraft 3 does not detect aircraft 1 and can not know
that aircraft 2 has to manoeuvre before it can manoeuvre
itself. New trajectories computed independently can then
be inconsistent at the end of the resolution step. So, it is
not possible to directly derive the resolution order from a
simple priority order based only on transponder code for
example.
2.2 Building a global resolution order
2.2.1 A token allocation strategy
We have to deﬁne a global resolution order such as each
aircraft can know when it can start to build a conﬂict free
trajectory and which aircraft it has to avoid.
7An order relation must be anti-symmetrical and transitive. An order
relation is total if every pair of individuals can be compared.
We ﬁrst suppose that a total priority order relation ex-
ists on the aircraft population. We can use the simple order
based on transponder numbers discussed above (but more
elaborated orders will be discussed in part 4). At each res-
olution step, we build a global resolution order from this
priority order with the following strategy:
1. First each aircraft receives a token from every con-
ﬂicting aircraft which has a higher priority in its de-
tection zone. Aircraft that are not in conﬂict never
receive any token. In the example of ﬁgure 4, aircraft
2 receives a token from aircraft 1, aircraft 3 receives
a token from aircraft 2 and aircraft 4 receives a token
from aircraft 4.
2. Then, each conﬂicting aircraft with no token solves
conﬂicts with every aircraft in its detection zone that
has no token. It does not take into account aircraft that
have one or more tokens.
3. When this trajectory has been computed, the aircraft
broadcasts its new trajectory; all aircraft which have
receiveda tokenfrom this aircraft takethis new trajec-
tory into account, and cancel the token received from
this aircraft.
4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until no token remains.
On ﬁgure 4, aircraft 1 does not change its trajectory as
it has no zero token aircraft in its detection zone. It broad-
casts its new (unmodiﬁed) trajectory. So aircraft 2 takes
this trajectory into account and cancels the token received
from aircraft 1. Then aircraft 2 solves its conﬂict with air-
craft 1 as aircraft 1 is in its detection zone and has no token.
Aircraft 3 takes this trajectory into account, cancels token
from aircraft 2 and solves the conﬂict with aircraft 2. Air-
craft 4 then applies the same procedure.
2.2.2 Detailed example
The following example has been observed in the simula-
tions presented in part 4. In this example, conﬂicts are
detected between aircraft 1443 and 3513, 1379 and 1625,
1500 and 4907, 1380 and 4765. The detection area of each
aircraft is given on ﬁgure 5. Tokens are allocated as fol-
lows:
 aircraft 1443 gives a token to aircraft: 4907, 3513,
1380;
 aircraft 3513 gives a token to aircraft: 1380;
 aircraft 1379 gives no token;
 aircraft 1625 gives a token to aircraft: 1380, 1379;1380
4907
4765
1500
1379
1625
1443
3513
Figure 5: Cluster of aircraft in conﬂict
 aircraft 1500 gives a token to aircraft: 1380, 1379;
 aircraft 4907 gives a token to aircraft: 3513, 4765,
1500, 1380;
 aircraft 1380 gives a token to aircraft: 1379;
 aircraft 4765 gives a token to aircraft: 1500, 1380.
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6
1380 6 4 3 1 0
1379 3 2 2 2 1 0
3513 2 1 0
1500 2 2 1 0
4907 1 0
4765 1 1 0
1443 0
1625 0
Table 1: Token allocation at the different steps of resolu-
tion
Table 1 gives the token allocation at the different steps
of the resolution. At the ﬁrst step, aircraft 1443 and aircraft
1625 solve conﬂicts with every aircraft that have no token
in their detection area. As no aircraft are concerned, they
arenotmanoeuvred. Then, theybroadcasttheirunmodiﬁed
trajectories and all aircraft that have received a token from
them cancel it. At step 2, aircraft 4907 is the only aircraft
with 0 token which still has to build a trajectory. It solves
its conﬂicts with every aircraft in its detection area that has
no token (aircraft 1443 and aircraft 1625) and so on. 6
steps are needed to completely solve this complex conﬂict.
It must be noticed that aircraft that are in the detection zone
but are in conﬂict with no aircraft always keep their trajec-
tory unmodiﬁed and are considered as constraints by the
resolution algorithm (they are 0 token aircraft with their
trajectory already built from the start).
2.3 Provability
The allocation-resolution method described above can-
not lead to situations where all aircraft would have at least
one token or situations where two aircraft detecting each
other without any token would have to solve simultane-
ously. This is guaranteed by the use of a total priority or-
der on aircraft. At each step, an aircraft with no token can-
not have any other conﬂicting aircraft (that has not already
solved) with no token in its detection area. In such a case,
one of these two aircraft would have given a token to the
other. At each step, among the conﬂicting aircraft that have
not already solved, there is one that has the highest prior-
ity. This aircraft cannot have any token. It can solve and
get back its tokens. The algorithm can be mathematically
proved.
2.4 Communications
The token allocation method gives a mental picture of
how aircraft coordinate themselves. Practically, as stated
in part 1.1, no bilateral communication is necessary. If air-
craft clocks are synchronous, with the information broad-
casted, every aircraft can know how many tokens it has and
know its neighbours trajectories. When an aircraft ends a
resolution, it broadcasts its new trajectory. Aircraft that
have (virtually) received a token can then cancel it.
It is interesting to give a rough estimate of the capac-
ity needed for the communication channel. As stated in
part 1.1, 16 “points” are broadcasted. Each point can be as
complex as a regular hexagon (see part 1.3), with a lower
and a higher altitude. A regular hexagon can be deﬁned
by only 4 (x;y) points; if we consider a GPS resolution
of 100 meters, given that the earth circumference is 40000
km, x or y value can be coded with 20 bits. For the sake
of simplicity, we will also assume that z values are coded
on 20 bits. So, a predicted trajectory will consist of at most
16(42+2)20 = 3200 bits. Some other information
has to be broadcasted, such as the transponder code, the
Free Flight zone exit point, etc. This gives a maximum of
3500 bits.
To implement such a system, the ADS-B messages
would have to be extended to include trajectory broad-
cast. But both STDMA and mode-S would provide enoughbandwidth. The 1 Mbits/s capacity of mode-S, even di-
vided by 10, would enable enough re-emissions of mes-
sages to guarantee a high level of ﬁability. Regarding
STDMA, it solves the garbling problem and the 4000 slots
of 150 bits in 1 minute would give 4 slots of 3000 bits in
1 minute to 50 aircraft in the same zone, twice the capac-
ity needed. Of course, a ﬁne modelling of these systems is
required to correctly estimate ﬁability and availability.
3 The A algorithm
As soon as the resolution order is chosen, the problem
is to solve a 1 to n conﬂict problem: we have to ﬁnd the
minimum length trajectory for an aircraft avoiding n al-
ready ﬁxed aircraft trajectories, that can be considered as
obstacles. This is a classical robotics problem, therefore
a classical A algorithm (see [9]) is used. The A algo-
rithm ﬁnds the shortest path in a tree, given an initial state
and a set of ﬁnal states. It uses a “best ﬁrst” strategy to
develop each node. The best node is the one that provides
the lowest expected cost.
To use an A algorithm we need:
 u0: the initial state;
 T: the set of terminal states;
 p1;p2;::;pn, the set of rules used to build a leaf from
a node; (v
pi   u) means that v is built from u using the
rule pi;
 k(u;v): if u and v are two nodes, k is the cost of the
arc (u;v). The total cost of a state is the sum of the
costs of the arcs used to connect the initial state to the
current state. In this application, the cost of an arc is
the corresponding trajectory length;
 h(u): if u is a node, h is a heuristic that estimates the
minimal necessary cost to connect the current state to
the ﬁnal state.
The efﬁciency of the A algorithm depends on h. For a
state u, h(u) tries to approach:
h(u) = Min(v1;v2;::;vn) [k(u;v1) + k(v1;v2) + :::
+k(vn;ut)]
with ut a terminal state.
A heuristic is perfect if:
8u; v; h(u) = h(v) , h(u) = h(v)
A heuristic is minoring if:
8u; h(u)  h(u)
The performance of the algorithm strongly depends on
the quality of the heuristic chosen. With a perfect heuris-
tic, the ﬁrst path developed is the optimal path; a minoring
heuristic guarantees that the algorithm always converges to
the best solution.
In the present application, the initial state is the state of
the solving aircraft at t = 1 minute. The terminal states are
the possible states of the solving aircraft after 5 minutes of
ﬂight or when they have reached their destination.
Each branch of the tree represents a possible trajectory
of the solving aircraft. Fortunately, the heuristic function
is used to only develop a small part of the tree.
The cost of a path is the trajectory length described by
this path. Before starting a manoeuvre, an aircraft is in S0
state. At each time step, each S0 state generates 6 S1 states
corresponding to the 6 possible deviations of the trajectory
(10, 20, 30 degrees right or left), and 1 S0 state (the aircraft
is not manoeuvred). At each time step, each S1 state gen-
erates one S1 state (the manoeuvre is extended) and one
S2 state (the aircraft is sent back to its Free Flight zone
exit point). Every state generates a terminal S3 state after
5 minutes or if the aircraft has reached its destination.
The cost function k(u;v) measures the distance be-
tween the position of the aircraft at node u (time step ttu,
state Ssu) and the position of the aircraft at node v (time
step ttv, state Ssv). If a conﬂict occurs between node u
and node v, the value k(u;v) is widely increased so that
the corresponding branch is no longer developed.
The heuristic function h(u) is here the direct distance
between node u and the Free Flight exit point (destination)
of the solving aircraft. This heuristic is clearly a minoring
one, which guarantees that the optimal solution will always
be found.
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Figure 6: Example of manoeuvre optimization.Figure 6 details an example of a search in a tree. In
this example, the solving aircraft has no manoeuvre at time
t = 1 minute (t = 1 minute corresponds to the beginning
of the optimization), it is in S0 state. The ﬁrst node cho-
sen is the node that has the lowest estimated cost (h + k).
In the example, the lowest estimated cost (100) is found
if no manoeuvre is chosen at time 1 minute (step 1). At
time 1 : 15 the lowest estimated cost is still 100 if no ma-
noeuvre is chosen (step 2). At time step 1 : 30 the lowest
estimated cost is 1000 because of a conﬂict occurring be-
tween 1 : 30 and 1 : 45 whatever the manoeuvre chosen
is. Consequently the branch that has the lowest estimated
cost is then developed. Here, at time 1 : 15 a manoeuvre
of 30 degrees left gives an estimated cost of 105 (step 3).
The solving aircraft is moved to S1 state. At the next step,
the lowest estimated cost is found if the manoeuvre is ex-
tended (107). The alternative choice (S2 state: turn back to
thedestination)generatesaconﬂict(step4). Attime1 : 45,
the lowest estimated cost is found if the aircraft turns back
to the destination (S2 state, step 5). At t = 2 : 00, only one
state (S2) can be generated and its estimated cost is still the
lowest (step 6).
Generally, many different paths are developed and the
depth of the tree is 16 (4 minutes). In this applications, the
solution is given in less than 5 seconds on a Pentium II 300,
even for the biggest 1-to-35 conﬂict.
4 Experimental results and improvements
4.1 The CATS simulator
The algorithm described in part 2.2 and 3 was tested on
the CATS [6] simulator. The core of the CATS system
is an En-route trafﬁc simulation engine. It is based on a
discrete, ﬁxed time slice execution model: the position and
speed of aircraft are computed at ﬁxed time steps, usually
every 5, 10 or 15 seconds.
Aircraft performances are in tabulated form describing
ground speed, vertical speed, and fuel burn as a function of
altitude, aircraft type and ﬂight segment (cruise, climb or
descent.) Two main datasets for aircraft ﬂight performance
are used:
 CAUTRA / ENAC aircraft performance tables, ex-
tracted from the French ﬂight data processing system;
 Base of aircraft data (BADA) performance summary
tables derived from the total energy model of EURO-
CONTROL. 69 different aircraft types are described.
Synonym aircraft are used to model the rest of the
ﬂeet. The Airbus A320 (EA32) is used as default air-
craft.
In the further applications, aircraft use direct routes to
their destination. The separation standard used is 6 nau-
tical miles in the horizontal plane and 1000 ft vertically8.
Conﬂicts were not solved under ﬂight level 320, and a de-
lay te was added when necessary for aircraft entering the
Free Flight zone in order to separate them on entry points.
Uncertainties on speed (either vertical or horizontal) were
set to minimal values.
4.2 Results using an arbitrary order
Results presented in this part are obtained with the 6381
ﬂight plans of the 21st of June 1996 with no regulation.
The Free Flight zone deﬁned is the airspace above ﬂight
level 320. The allocation-resolution strategy described in
part 2.2 is repeated every minute and the trajectory predic-
tion is done on the next 5 minutes.
2763 aircraft enter the Free Flight zone. 641 conﬂicts
are detected in this zone during the day.
As described in section 2.1, the algorithm requires the
deﬁnition of a total order among aircraft. The simplest or-
der that can be chosen is an arbitrary order based on the
CAUTRA number of each aircraft. This kind of order is
already used in the TCAS system.
The A algorithm is called 2781 times which represents
a mean of 4 times per conﬂict. At the end of the simula-
tion, 104 conﬂicts remain. The simulations lasts only a few
minutes.
The failing cases were investigated and most of the time
the following situation appeared: an aircraft that has a low
priority order starts a manoeuvre. A few minutes later, this
aircraft is involved in a new conﬂict while its manoeuvre is
not ﬁnished. As it still has a low priority order (its CAU-
TRA number has not changed), it has to solve the conﬂict.
It cannot ﬁnd a conﬂict free manoeuvre because the started
manoeuvre can not be called into question.
This situation led to the following conclusion: an air-
craft that has already started a manoeuvre should have a
higher priority order than an aircraft that has not started
any manoeuvre. This rule was added to the previous order
deﬁnition and the simulation was executed again.
4.3 Manoeuvre free priority order
The new total priority order deﬁned in this section is the
following: an aircraft that is manoeuvre free has a lower
priority order than an aircraft that has already started a ma-
noeuvre. The CAUTRA number is used to compare two
manoeuvre free aircraft or two manoeuvred aircraft.
8The 6 Nm value is certainly quite high for an embarked solver. We
do think that it could seriously be reduced, regarding GPS and FMS pre-
cision. This would even improve airspace capacity and resolution efﬁ-
ciency.With this new priority order, the A algorithm is called
2654 times. At the end of the simulation, 29 conﬂicts re-
main.
Most of the remaining conﬂicts are due to the horizon
effect9 already observed by N. Durand in [7]. The criteria
optimized by the A is the trajectory length between the
initial state and the terminal state at the end of the time
window (5 minutes). For converging aircraft, the criteria is
very often minimized by postponing the conﬂict out of the
time window instead of solving it. Therefore, the solving
aircraft is given a heading that tries to move it away from
the other aircraft. Figure 7 gives an example of such a
conﬂict: aircraft 3467 is ﬁrst turned left to move away from
aircraft 3660. 1 minute later, aircraft 3660 becomes the
solving aircraft and turns right to move away from aircraft
3467. 1 minute later, as both aircraft are not manoeuvre
free, the conﬂict can not be solved.
3660 160
330= 480
3467 191
330= 470
Figure 7: Second step: aircraft 3660 turns right
To solve this problem the cost criteria used by the A
algorithm must be changed to take into account the efﬁ-
ciency of a manoeuvre. Therefore, when two aircraft must
cross, the manoeuvre that enforces crossing must have a
lower cost than the manoeuvre that postpones the crossing.
This new criteria is included in the A algorithm.
4.4 Manoeuvre efﬁciency criteria
In this section, the order deﬁned in section 4.3 is used
and the cost function is modiﬁed to take into account the
efﬁciency of the manoeuvre as deﬁned above. The simu-
lation is executed once again. 3 conﬂicts remain unsolved.
The 3 remaining conﬂicts can easily be solved by a very
simple vertical manoeuvre.
9This effect has been observed and discussed for years now in other
tree search algorithms: game algorithms.
4.5 Delays
897 manoeuvres are given during the day to 367 aircraft
(2:44manoeuvre peraircraft). 13:28%oftheaircraft ﬂying
in the Free Flight zone are manoeuvred.
73 aircraft are delayed when entering the Free Flight
zone, because they are not conﬂict-free at that moment
(that is 2:64% of the trafﬁc in the Free Flight zone).
Delays are given in table 2.
Mean delay Mean delay per Max
per aircraft delayed aircraft delay
Delayed 2s 1mn14s 3mn
Manoeuvred 3;6s 27;4s 40s
Table 2: Delays
The maximum manoeuvre lasts 2 : 30 minutes.
Table 3 gives the number of steps aircraft have to wait
because they have been given tokens. In the most complex
conﬂict, one aircraft has to wait for 7 resolutions before it
can choose its trajectory.
Number of Waiting percentage
steps aircraft = Total
1 1516 76;6%
2 253 12;78%
3 162 8;19%
4 27 1;36%
5 17 0;86%
6 3 0;16%
7 1 0;05%
Table 3: Number of waiting aircraft.
So, regarding delays, the performance of the algorithm
is very good.
4.6 Unsolved conﬂicts and priority order
There are 3 aircraft in each remaining unsolved con-
ﬂicts. These conﬂicts appear because the order between
aircraft is not well chosen. F. M´ edioni [8] in his PhD the-
sis showed that a very good solution or no solution at all
could be found for a simple conﬂict involving only 3 air-
craft, depending on the order chosen. This situation is de-
scribed in ﬁgures 8, 9 and 10. Moreover, it looks extremely
difﬁcult to devise an algorithm that would ﬁnd the best
possible order without seriously increasing the complexity
of the global algorithm and the necessary capacity of the
communication medium. Embarked conﬂict solvers whichhave only a partial information on the global situation will
almost certainly remain suboptimal, while centralized con-
ﬂict solvers are able to ﬁnd the global optimal solutions.
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Figure 8: order (1,2,3), optimal solution
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Figure 9: order (1,3,2), suboptimal solution
However, this may not be a too serious concern in the
upper airspace: the simulation above shows that this algo-
rithm is almost always able to solve conﬂicts, even with
situations as complex as the one presented on on ﬁgure 11
where 35 aircraft are involved, while delays remain small.
5 Conclusion
We have demonstrated in this article that an efﬁcient
embarked algorithm for Free Flight conﬂict resolution can
be designed and implemented. This algorithm has the fol-
lowing advantages:
 Compared to a centralized automated system, the de-
velopment of such a system could be relatively low
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Figure 10: order (2,1,3), no solution.
4956 160
329= 450
1347 131
330= 470
Figure 11: 35 aircraft in the detection zone.cost. Most hypothesis are quite weak: synchronous
clocks are already available with GPS, FMS are now
elaborate enough to provide the information needed
for trajectory prediction in the next 5 minutes, ADS-
B, or even better STDMA, provides sufﬁcient capac-
ity for communications; the 1 to n resolution algo-
rithm is simple to implement and has already been
widely used for similar problems in robotics; com-
puting power needed ﬁts in a standard PC computer.
 Compared to rule based system, the algorithm is
mathematically provable, and the simulation above
shows that it would be efﬁcient in upper airspace,
even when density is quite high, and even with quite
a large separation standard: without vertical manoeu-
vres, only 3 conﬂicts out of 641 remain. 13% of the
aircraft are manoeuvred and the mean delay is 27 sec-
onds by aircraft effectively manoeuvred, with a max-
imum delay of 150 seconds.
 Compared to purely reactive systems [2], which usu-
ally requires constant changes in headings, the ma-
noeuvre model is classical and easy to implement.
And, and this is the main point to stress, as trajecto-
ries are guaranteed conﬂict free for at least 5 minutes,
a transient failure of communications would not have
a disastrous effect: the system could still restart later
on; resolutions would be less optimal, more vertical
manoeuvres could be necessary to solve all conﬂicts,
as anticipation would be shorter, but the risk of colli-
sion would remain insigniﬁcant.
 The system could be progressively put into service by
ﬁrst deﬁning Free Flight airspace over oceanic areas,
and gradually extending them. This would help solv-
ing the classical transition problem from the current
system to a partially automated one.
The main issue that has to be reﬁned is the value of the
quiescent time window (set to one minute in our simula-
tion). During this period, each aircraft has to build its pre-
dicted trajectory and broadcast it. Then the whole loop
of the algorithm has to be executed, with resolutions, new
trajectories broadcast, etc. It is still unclear if one minute
will be enough. Simulations show that one minute is a cor-
rect value when communications are instantaneous. A ﬁne
modelling10 of the communication medium is needed to
conﬁrm or inﬁrm this value. However, simulations could
already be done with larger values to test the behaviour of
the algorithm.
Simulations have also to be done using larger uncer-
tainty parameters. As trajectory prediction is done for the
10This modelling would also be very useful to ﬁnd out the exact avail-
ability, capacity and error rate of the channel.
next 5 minutes only, results should not be very different.
We will also test the solver with higher trafﬁc to ﬁnd out
its limits regarding density. Vertical manoeuvres will be
added as last resort to correctly complete the resolution
step.
We are conscious that the whole system depends on the
ﬁability and availability of transmissions. Requirements
on the bandwidth are low enough to enable multiple emis-
sions of messages. But error correlations would have to be
considered. We miss informations and results on these is-
sues. However, we believe that an airborne implementation
of this algorithm can be seriously considered.
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